Think hearing aids can’t be small and comfortable? Think again.

OUR SMALLEST STYLE YET, CUSTOM MADE FOR YOU BY RESOUND

Get a truly small style crafted to you for the best comfort in your ear. A ‘wear & forget’ design created for ease of use, with no volume controls or apps to manage. Wear your hearing aids and simply hear... sounds, people, and your world.

All-day comfort
A hearing aid so small and custom made to fit your unique ears, it’s comfortable to wear all day.

All-weatherproof design
With nanocoating inside and out, these hearing aids are made for active lifestyles, continuous wear and easy cleaning.

Colors for the Completely-in-Canal style
Available in the In-style™ color, Anthracite, which appears like a natural shadow in the canal. Or, natural Blend-in™ colors which complement skin and hair tones.
THINK HEARING AIDS ARE DIFFICULT TO USE?
THINK AGAIN

Simply hear what you need to or want to, all around you, with great sound quality.

Know the direction of sounds
The tiny yet powerful chip inside these hearing aids help you naturally hear and pinpoint more sounds around you for a greater hearing experience.

Improve your listening comfort in noise
In daily life, there can be loud or sharp sounds that take you by surprise—in times like these, our technology reduces the impact on your ears.

Reduce annoying wind noise
Wind noise from the weather or an open window can be annoying. As these custom hearing aids sit inside your ear canal, they naturally shield your ears from wind noise for added listening comfort.

Powered for days
Enjoy days of battery performance with each battery to keep you going in your daily life.

Enjoy crystal clear calls
Call someone easily and hear them clearly. Just hold your phone as you normally would, without having to find the ‘sweet spot’ behind your ear.

Learn more at resound.com